What Kate Middleton, Meghan Markle
May Look Like In Their 60s
Kate Middleton and Meghan Markle's future looks have been revealed.
Daily Star shared a snap of how the Duchess of Cambridge and Duchess of Sussex
would look like in their 60s. Middleton and Markle's photos were edited using the Future
Face program, a software that uses computer face mapping algorithms created by
Harley Street facial cosmetic surgeon Dr. Julian De Silva.
It picks up on the key signs of aging such as sagging skin around the eyes and predicts
how much one's face will change over the years. "This new facial mapping technology
allows us to look scientifically into the future and see exactly how a person will age…"
the medical expert said.
Based on the photos, Markle will age better than Middleton. According to De Silva, this
can be attributed to her genes.
"Meghan Markle comes out best from the Future Face algorithm. Her genes, olive
complexion and terrific lifestyle choices suggest she will age the best of the well-known
people we tested," De Silva explained.
"There is every chance that she will look a few years younger than the Duchess of
Cambridge in 25 years even though Meghan is a year older," he added. "Like Meghan,
the Duchess is ageing beautifully but she may look just a few years older than Prince
Harry's bride at 61 due to the differences in skin colour."

In related news, Middleton beats Markle as the most influential royal in fashion. Both
influence the purchasing decision of the public, but more are inclined to search for
Middleton's apparel.

"While Meghan was clearly the focus of the fashion pages this year, Kate's distinctive
style has long been a hit with shoppers on eBay since her wedding in 2011," said Rob
Hattrell, UK vice president of eBay.
"We always see an uptick in searches around landmark royal events and 2018 was a
bumper year for small businesses on eBay, with both the birth of Prince Louis and
Meghan and Harry's wedding driving purchases across the nation.."
Middleton is expected to have an emotional week ahead as both of her children,
5-year-old Prince George and 3-year-old Princess Charlotte are set to return to school.
Princess Charlotte's first day of school will be on Wednesday while Prince George's is
on Thursday. The Duke and Duchess of Cambridge are expected to escort them to
school for the said events.
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